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Guaranteed to enrichÂ a toddlerâ€™s vocabulary, this simple and fun series of bilingual board

books is ideal for helping children discover a foreign language. Highlighting the two basic concepts

of colors and numbers, this collection combines photographs and colorful illustrations. All images

include the words in both English and the second language in clear, bold text. Suitable for toddlers

on their own or in groups, these books are a childâ€™s perfect introduction to exploring new

languages.
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This is a review of the bilingual book for numbers (Arabic/English). The first thing I noticed is that it

says: "Numbers" "Ø§Ù„Ø£Ù„ÙˆØ§Ù†". This is the plural of COLOR in Arabic. Yes, they screwed up

the title!!! Ù„ÙŽÙˆÙ’Ù† is "color" in Arabic, Ø£Ù„Ù’ÙˆØ§Ù† is "colors".Holy crap, what did they do,

just throw this into Google translate and pray?!

Here is how this book was produced:- Buy a clip art cd- Loosely translate English words to Russian

using a free online translating tool- Match up the clip art with sometimes correct, sometimes

incorrect translations- Print in China on cheap cardboardVoila!I admire the entrepreneurial spirit, but



would have appreciated more effort in the development of this book.

This little book works for teaching our daughter numbers and a few vocabulary words, but in the

short time that we have had it she has already destroyed it. The book is cheaply made and has not

held up to my 20 month old daughter. The graphics are a little cheesy, but she doesn't seem to

mind.

I bought this book for my 2-year old daughter to help her learn Portuguese and English. My husband

is from Brazil and we want her to speak both languages. This book is perfect because it shows both

languages on each item and has more English/Portuguese words than expected. It's perfect for

young kids because it's a hard book and the pages can't rip. I am learning the language as well and

this book helps me. I highly recommend this book to anyone wanting to teach their children a

different language.

Be aware that there are a few errors in the book. Since its a numbers book, the errors were

associated with the photo being of multiple items but the German word was of the singular form.

This was noted by the German great grandmother who was reading this to the baby.

Love the fact that this was made! board book! perfect!!! Perfect for my son who is half german and

half american. So Hes able to communicate in both language with both families. I got them and

other whole package for my son's 2nd birthday. He keeps reading them and able to pronounce

different when he is with me (english) and with his father (German). So blessed for this book!

Awesome book! Bought this along with a few of the others in the series for our daughter's second

birthday. The pictures are bright and colorful and the words are fun to learn! Would definitely

recommend.

The books in the "My First Bilingual Book (English-Italian)" series have colorful, good quality

images, sturdy pages, and the size is relatively small. These are great books for households where

both parents don't speak Italian, since they provide the word in both Italian and English. The only

downside (for the whole series) is that it's not a story book, it's a dictionary/flashcard style book, so

it can sometimes be difficult to hold a baby/toddler's attention with this. With the limited Italian

bilingual material out there, I would still highly recommend them. The the "Numbers-Numeri," along



with My First Bilingual Book-Colours (English-Italian), are the best in the series as they also show

vocabulary for nouns you can count as you teach the numbers.
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